Learn about the history of kite flying from the American Kitefliers Association at www.kite.org/about-kites/history-of-kites. Then test your new knowledge with this crossword puzzle!

Use the clues to fill in the words above. Words can go across or down. Letters are shared when the words intersect.

**ACROSS**
3. A newly popularized extreme sport
5. Number of pounds that Alexander Graham Bell's tetrahedral kite carried
6. Kite developers worked with this organization to inspire various space capsule designs
7. This person described kites in their 13th century book
8. Kites can be used to study this scientific phenomenon

**DOWN**
1. Name of Frances Rogallo's mylar material kite
2. This duo was not only invented the airplane but were also skilled in kite flying
4. The location of the earliest written account of kite flying